
 
 

Standard de signalisation architecturale intérieure 
Université McGill – Février 2014 

Interior Architectural 
Signage 
Interior architectural signage standards  
 
In wanting to establish and define interior signage standards in all buildings across campuses, McGill 
University is proud to publish this document, in which are discussed principles and guidelines to follow. 

 

Logo Use
Rules of Use
The colour, the font and the spacing between the letters which make up the McGill logo are not to be modied
in any way.

The logo's elements may not be altered and the logo is not to be associated with any other graphic elements 

(lines, contours, etc.).

The size of the logo must not be less than 1/2'', to ensure optimal reproduction and readability.

The McGill logo must be surrounded by a clear and protected space, regardless of its use. The protected space  

must not be less than a rectangle of which the height and width are equivalent to that of half the crest.

Storage Formats
JPG: use for electronic and online material

EPS (vectorial): use for printed material (for graphic desiners, and printers) manufacturers 

PNG: use for electronic and online material (without a background)

=

=

Centre line

JPG: use for electronic and online material

Protected space
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Glossary  
Client 
Designates the signatory of the contract and the person for whom all of the work is carried out and under certain 
circumstances, the building director. 

Project Manager 
Designates the representative of the Client responsible for the overall project. The Project Manager is chosen by 
the client to represent him or her in the signage project, in the event of new construction or the restoration of an 
area.  

Signage Coordinator 
Designates the person in charge of running and administering all signage projects, as well as coordinating 
operations in order to bring projects to completion. 

Manufacturer or Signage Contractor 
Designates the chosen manufacturer, responsible for the production of different signage items, who commits to 
carry out this work as per the client's request.  

Standards 
Designates the entirety of techniques which have the objective of defining suitable products and/or fabrication 
methods that meet specified requirements – Standardization 

Shop Drawings 
Designates the graphic and technical drawings from the Signage Standards produced by the manufacturer, in 
partnership with the signage coordinator. Shop drawings are produced in conformity with information 
preapproved by the client.  

Signage Schedule 
Document in the form of an Excel spreadsheet, assembled and approved by the client with the help of a signage 
coordinator. This document centralizes information and describes all of the signage needs of a project. In this 
Excel spreadsheet, each sign as well as each line contained within the signs are identified. This document serves 
as the absolute reference for the signage project, permitting the creation of shop drawings.  

Sign 
A sign designates a flat element, often in the shape of a parallelepiped, made of different materials and 
employed for various uses. In the case of McGill University, it is made of aluminum and acrylic, installed on walls, 
overhangs or suspended. It is comprised of information which uses words, numbers and/or pictograms.  Its 
purpose is to describe a space or to give directions to users.  
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Module 
A single component, allowing, by means of its combination with others, the creation of a versatile whole.  

Signage System 
Network of signs which regulates information and traffic across a defined area. An efficient signage system 
punctuates our public and private spaces, determines our movements and limits our wandering.  
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Introduction  
Who Is This Document Intended For?  

Target Audience: 
 

This document is addressed to: 

 the McGill community 
 project managers 
 building managers 
 general contractors 
 external consultants 

In the event of a renovation project, a construction project or to update signage. 
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What Is Its Purpose?   

Definition  
 

The signage of an area is an important aspect of the institutional visual identity.  

The different signage elements of which it is composed associate the principal function of information and 
orientation with a function of image confirmation.  

Signage serves to organize space, clarify the direction and flow of users, as well as their behaviour across a 
common area. The development of interior architectural signage standards demonstrates the desire for 
improvement and constant modernization of McGill University.  

The standardization of the signage system brings coherence, flexibility and visual harmony to the entirety of the 
campus.  

The present document will therefore give an overview of the interior signage system at McGill University.  

The norms are established for the purpose of respecting the current manufacturing and installation capacity on 
campus, all the while maintaining a competitive price for this system and adhering to the most rigorous 
manufacturing norms.  
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Why Is Signage Necessary?   

Objectives 
 

The purpose of signage is to guide users in comfort and clarity, using readable information which can be 
understood by everyone, in both official languages.  

For visitors, students and employees, signage must allow them to locate their destination in a given environment, 
as well as to perceive a welcoming and structured image throughout the space.  

 

IMPORTANT: 

The current document only covers interior architectural signage.  

For exterior signage:  Link to be determined 

For health and safety signage:  Link to be determined 

For road signage: Link to be determined 
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What Tools Do We Have to Create Coherent Signage? 

The Different Functions of a Sign: 
 

The main purpose of signage is to guide and direct within a space. It may be directional, or simply for 
identification purposes, and is distinctive to the space to which it belongs.  

There are three types of signs:  

1. Identifying Signs 
Within this category are signs identifying classrooms (i.e.: laboratory, office etc.), entities, departments, 
staff rooms or even classroom numbers. Their installation is exclusively on walls.  
 

2. Directional Signs 
Within this category are all signs which direct users to a service, a department, a public area (library, 
computer lab, auditorium, office, etc.) as well as the general directory of a building, which are typically 
located at principal entrances and other strategic junctions. They may be suspended or located on 
walls. 
 

3. Service Signs 
Within this category are all signs which designate service areas or other common spaces, most often 
using pictograms. These are areas accessible to everyone (bathrooms, kitchens, water fountains, 
photocopiers, etc.). These can be installed on walls or overhangs.  
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Signage Schedule  
How Should I Organize My Space and Define My Signage Needs? 

First Approach 
Proceed with an initial selection of information, to supply to the consultant or coordinator who will help you think 
your signage through. Subdivide it into logical sections. You are more familiar with your unit and its spatial and 
hierarchical organization than people from other organizations. With the help of a building map, target areas to 
signal (to identify with signage?) and areas of interest. This stage will allow the evaluation of the material 
requirements of your project and therefore, the budget.  

In conjunction with the signage coordinator, you must then fine tune different formal and graphic aspects of your 
signage system. The location of signs with respect to orientation, decision making and identification points within 
the building is an important stage which may require several consultations, both internal and external. It is crucial 
to finalize the information which will be written within the signage. The Signage Schedule completion stage will 
allow you to validate the signs which will be produced and finalize budget estimates.  

How to Complete Your Signage Schedule 
 

With the help of the Excel spreadsheet, go around your building and determine the possible titles and additional 
information for each space and each directional sign, in order to guide your users in a pertinent and adapted 
way throughout your building. Complete the spreadsheet in this way, space by space, sign by sign, line by line, in 
order to guarantee that nothing is forgotten.  
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Procedures  
 

THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE MUST BE USED FOR A SIGNAGE PROJECT. 

The standardization procedure ensures the smooth execution of the project, guarantees uniform signage 
throughout campus and assures quality in its transmission of information.  

All signage requisitions must be submitted to Design Services / Facilities Operations and Development.  

This document describes the sequence of actions which must be undertaken to obtain best results.  

 

There are three types of applications: 
 

Please find below the three types of applications for signage: 

01 – By means of an application for Provost funding. This application is valid for a period of 5 years and provides 
an annual grant of $200,000 to respond to your display needs. Please note that applications are evaluated on an 
annual basis and must be submitted to the person responsible for your building by the construction manager or 
other parties.  

02 – By means of an FCC application to the address fcc.fod@mcgill.ca requesting that a work order be opened 
for a Capital Project.  

I03 – By means of a construction or renovation project.  

 

REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 
The documents referenced by the signage project are the following: 

• Interior Signage Standard - http://www.mcgill.ca/facilities/design/interior 

• Typology Catalogue for signs - Link to follow 

• Project Management Process - Link to follow 

• Procedures: Current document 

 

The parties taking part in the signage project are the following: 
• A client / applicant + a faculty representative from the Department or Unity (CLIENT) 

• A project manager (PM) 

• A signage coordinator (SC) 
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• A manufacturer (SAIC) 

ACTIONS – That follow represent, in chronological order, the essential 
stages of a signage project.  
01 – INFORMATION ON THE ENTIRETY OF THE PROJECT AND EVALUATION OF WORK 

CLIENT, PM, SC 

The objective of the first meeting is to determine the scope of work.  

• Identify the affected area 

• Establish the type of symbols judged appropriate 

• Choose the display components in standard colours 

• Evaluate the quality (quantity???) of the requested symbols 

• Location recommended for symbols 

• List related work 

 

During this meeting, the signage coordinator must receive from the client a list of spaces requiring signage (in 
Word or Excel format). Depending on the complexity of the project, it is possible to schedule other meetings for 
the purpose of evaluating the scope of work.  

 

02- COST ESTIMATES 

SC, SAIC, CLIENT 

Starting with the first meetings, estimated costs may be prepared, and a budget in PPE form will be evaluated 
with respect to: 

• The quantity and type of signage to be ordered from the supplier 

• A supplementary cost if the choice is a non-standard finish 

• Cost of necessary restorations, if required 

• Project management and design fees 

• Contingency funding  

 

03- Implementation 

SC 

Once the list of occupants has been received from the client, the signage coordinator will be in a position to 
produce the notice board comprised of: 

• A layout plan 
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• Object numbers and legend on the map 

• Typological identification of each element (ID-1, ID-2, etc.) with helpful visual effects 

• The breakdown of each sign (room#, name, occupant's department, building name, pictograms, etc.) 

Once the notice board is duly completed, it will be revised by McGill's translation service.  

04- APPROVAL 

CLIENT 

This is the phase at the heart of the project. It's during this phase that the client's approval is obtained on the basis 
of information presented by the SC.  

The notice board is reviewed point by point with the client to validate all of the information which will be 
published on each sign and where the signs will be located.  

A visit confirming the location of signs may also take place at this time.  

The cost estimate must be signed by the client and the funds holder.  

 

05- PRODUCTION OF SHOP DRAWINGS 

SAIC 

The manufacturer will proceed with the production of shop drawings. These drawings will be examined and 
validated by the SC based on the notice board previously approved by the client. 

The issuing of shop drawings can vary according to the complexity of the project.  

 

06- INSTALLATION 

SAIC, SC 

Fifteen to twenty working days are necessary to complete the order. The manufacturer will suggest an installation 
date and will give an advance notice at least 48 hours beforehand. Since installation is silent and creates no dust, 
it will take place during normal business hours.  

Installation will be finished with a brief demonstration of the way to use the interchangeable device and thus 
provide symbol keys. A visit by users may also be carried out.  

At this time, the SC will provide the client with previously cut thin cardboard pieces as well as the printing 
template to update signs which require it.  

 

07- DEFICIENCY LIST 

SC, SAIC 

After the installation of signage, the signage coordinator will provide a list of shortcomings for the client, the PM 
and the manufacturer. If there are any shortcomings, appropriate measures will be taken to correct them as soon 
as possible and the work will be finished to the client's satisfaction 
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UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY 
Information on Signage and Universal Accessibility 
 

 

- Uniform approach to all signage in a given location,         

- Logical positioning of signage with respect to its function, 

- Colour contrast (foreground/background): 70% minimum, avoid contrasts which are too subtle (white letters on pale gray 
background), 

- Short, easy to understand message, 

- Matte finish sign surface, 

- Installation height of a wall sign: median horizontal line of lettering at 1500 mm from the floor, 

- Identification of a locale: on the wall adjacent to the door, at approximately 200 mm from the frame, on the door handle side, 

- Minimum height of 1980 mm under a suspended sign, not exceeding 2300 mm, 

- Services are identified and located clearly by the incorporation of appropriate pictograms (adapted telephones, bathrooms, 
etc.). 

N.B.: Consult the “publications” section or IRDPQ professionals to obtain more information on tactile signage and braille. / 
http://www.irdpq.qc.ca/accessibilite/nos-services/accessibilite-universelle 
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Braille 

What Is Braille Used For? 
 

Braille allows blind people to read by using their sense of touch and not sight.  

- Principal characteristics of Braille signage: 

- Height (thickness) of dots: from 0.6 mm to 0.8 mm, 

- Dot diameter: 1.5 mm, 

- distance between two adjacent dots vertically or horizontally, but not diagonally, from centre to centre: 2.3 to 
2.5 mm, 

- Distance between the same dots in two adjacent cells on the same line: 6.1 mm to 7.6 mm, 

- Distance between the same dots in two cells opposite one another on consecutive lines: 10.0 mm to 10.1 mm. 

 

A translation of your texts and numbers must be requested without fail by the manufacturer at the Louis Braille 
institute, before starting production. / http://www.inlb.qc.ca/ 
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Maintenance  
Upgrades 
 

The institutional signage system is modular. Each sign may be unbolted with a universal key to allow updates of 
acrylic insertions.  

At the end of the signage project, the supplier will put a universal key at the client’s disposal, capable of opening 
the frame of all signs.  

To update names on small signage: 

In addition to the key, the supplier will make sure to put at the disposal of McGill University: 

- A Word document, allowing the client to update on his own, proper nouns on his small signage, by 
printing directly on any printer.  

- A package of 50 sheets of paper, letter format, composed of pre-cut boxes of which the colour and 
thickness are specially adapted to the updating of signage.  

For the updating of all transparent acrylic plaque signage with glued lettering: 

A separate request may be presented directly to McGill University services. The manufacturer will provide a 
separate submission for this request.  

He or she will then produce, on new plaques, the updates requested by the client, and will send them to the 
client by means of a courier service. The client will then be able to proceed with the modification of signage 
himself, with the help of the key.  

 

 

 

 

 

Cleaning 
 

To preserve the appearance of plaques, frames and other signage elements, we recommend using water, gentle 
soap and a cotton cloth to clean all surfaces.  

The use of solvents or abrasive products may damage surfaces and erase or peel off the lettering.  
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Quality of the Work of the 
Manufacturer 
Materials 
All materials, glues, straps, anchors, screws and bolts recommended and used by the manufacturer must be of 
first grade quality and offer all guarantees with respect to the lifespan of their use.  

Quality of Manufacturing 
All of the work must be completed according to the concept and best industry practices. All edges must be 
machine produced with precision. The assembly will be carried out meticulously and seals must be filled and 
polished as to hide all traces of their existence. All surfaces will be uniform and regular, with no visible defects. No 
warping of surfaces or structures will be tolerated. Work must be completed taking care to ensure perfect 
continuity in lines and forms. The work must be mounted at the correct level, with exactness and in perfect 
alignment. It must also be in harmony with other connected work.  

Finish 
No traces of contents, information or marks caused by the soldering of supports will be tolerated.  

Paint 
Except when otherwise specified by the “drawings”, the Contractor must apply a GRIP-GARD, AKZO NOBEL BASE 
COAT signage finish to all painted surfaces. (The contractor may suggest another product only if it is of equivalent 
or superior quality. In which case, the manufacturer will provide the technical data for the product to the client 
for approval). The application of this finish will be carried out in conformity with the recommendations of its 
manufacturer. The mixing of colours must be carried out by a laboratory at the cost of the Contractor. The colours 
obtained must be in conformity with the colours indicated on the drawings.  

Application and Durability  
All colours will be applied in uniform coats, according to the thickness prescribed by the manufacturer's norms, 
without drips or defects. The colours must not change under light or weather conditions.  

The vinyl typographical messages must be cut using the material specified in the “drawings”. The manufacturer 
must ensure that the application of materials is done by an applicator which is recognized and certified by the 
product manufacturer.  
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Graphic Standards
Colours and Materials
Designates the colours used in signage. The colour, as well as its material equivalents may not be 

modied in any way.

Colour: black
Pantone: Black C
Equivalent materials used: Anodized aluminum black satin nish

Avery black vinyl #SC900-190-O
Lechlers paint CW7945-P1000 or equivalent

Colour: Red 
Pantone: Red 485 C
Equivalent materials used: Avery red vinyl #SC900-421-O

Lechlers paint CR3075 (P1038) or equivalent 

Colour: White
Equivalent materials used: Avery white vinyl #SC900-101-O

Lechlers paint CW9050 (P1001) or equivalent

Colour: Aluminum satin nish
Pantone: Metallic 877C Varnished 
Equivalent materials used: Natural anodized aluminum satin nish

Avery silver vinyl #SC900-801-M
Lechlers paint CS0070 (P1058) or equivalent

Colour: Taupe Grey
Pantone: Grey 405C
Equivalent materials used: Lechlers paint                               or equivalentCP7750 (P1465)

Colour: Blue
Pantone: Blue PMS 285C
Equivalent materials used: Avery blue vinyl SC900-626-0

Lechlers paint                                            or equivalent NCS2065R90B (P1145)

Colour: Green
Pantone: Green 354C
Equivalent materials used: Avery green vinyl #SC900-726-0 

Avery reective green vinyl #HV1200-770R
Lechlers paint NCS0570G20Y (P1144) or equivalent 

Colour: Brown
Pantone: Grey 7531C
Equivalent materials used: Lechlers paint CN8400 (P1463) or equivalent

Colour: Bronze
Pantone: None
Equivalent materials used: Anodized aluminum bronze #5 satin nish

*** Finish used by MacDonald Engineering - Halle 2  

15 Page
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Updated Pictograms
This is a proposal to update the pictograms used for the signage at McGill University.  
Their approval is at the discretion of users. 

oldold new new

16 Page
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Standard Pictograms

for interior architectural signage
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Logo Use
Rules of Use
The colour, the font and the spacing between the letters which make up the McGill logo are not to be modied
in any way.

The logo's elements may not be altered and the logo is not to be associated with any other graphic elements 

(lines, contours, etc.).

The size of the logo must not be less than 1/2'', to ensure optimal reproduction and readability.

The McGill logo must be surrounded by a clear and protected space, regardless of its use. The protected space  

must not be less than a rectangle of which the height and width are equivalent to that of half the crest.

Storage Formats
JPG: use for electronic and online material

EPS (vectorial): use for printed material (for graphic desiners, and printers) manufacturers 

PNG: use for electronic and online material (without a background)

=

=

Centre line

JPG: use for electronic and online material

Protected space
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Standard de signalisation architecturale intérieure 
Université McGill – Février 2014 

Interior Architectural 
Signage 
McGill Insigna signage family  
 
In this section are found the different signage elements designed for institutional and academic buildings of 
McGill University. 

 

ID-4
Door handle side

ID-5 mural
Door handle side

ID-8

Centered at 60'' from the oor

ID-7 mural
Centered at 60'' from the oor

ID-7 double mural
Centered at 60'' from the oor

503

507

Dr. Robert Tremblay

Barbara Millicent Roberts.

Cancer Research  Building
Pavillon de recherche sur le cancer

Research Laboratories 
Laboratoires de recherche

508 Adam Carson

511 Norville Rogers, Gordon Shumway

Level

Niveau 5
 

Development and Cancer Research Group
Groupe de recherche sur le développement et le cancer

Goodman Cancer Research Center

18 Page
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Graphics Standards
Arrows
Below are the accepted arrows on classic Insigna signs.

Typography 
Below are the fonts used for classic Insignia signage. This signage is found in teaching and administrative

buildings of McGill campuses. 

English text / Swiss 721 BT bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890
French text / Swiss 721 BT regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

1 Page
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Insignia Signage
Modularity
Insigna signage is a modular system. It is comprised of elements which can be arranged in all sorts of combinations, 

therefore increasing versatility.

To make this investment more protable, this sign system is upgradeable, exible and a part of the long-term

organisation of the building space.

012

Titre en français

Titre en français

Title in english

Title in english

1/4" black PVC

$012$012012

Titre en français

Titre en français

Title in english

Title in english

        Slot stips made of

black anodized aluminum 

Black print
   on white paper

1/16'' anti-reective acrylic 

White vinyl, applied
on its reverse side 

White vinyl, applied
on its reverse side

1/16" anti-reective clear acrylic

Universal key

Room number in Braille

Black anodized aluminum 
frame, satin nish

Locking mechanism 

$012$012

text textetext texte

012

Silver  finish Blue finish

Prénom Nom

Prénom Nom

Titre en français

Title in englishTitre en français

Title in english

Titre en français

Title in englishTitre en français

Title in english

Inser t the key  in the opening located on the
bottom of the panel to unlock  the frame and
                                         update the sign.
 

2 Page
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Name Updating Procedure

 
1. On your internal network, you will nd the following Microsoft Word

document: McGill- title and name- guide rail 8'' x 2''.doc

2.Download the document to your computer, then open it to make the

 necessary modications in the indicated spaces. 

3. Make sure not to change the formatting because it is an integral part
of the product's graphic norms. 

4. Print the modications you have made on the provided perforated sheets. 

5. Select the sheet and insert the desired section on the guide rails under the

protective side. 

Unlocking and Updating Procedure of the Insigna Signs

1. While maintaining the key in the frame, raise the moulding upwards and then outwards.  

2. Insert the key in one of the lower holes of the sign, then push upwards. 

3. Switch the printed materials on the guide strips all the while maintaining

the signage order.

 
4. Place the moulding back once again by sliding it towards the panel
and then downwards. You will hear a "click" when the moulding
will lock. A demonstration video is also available on your 
internal network.

3 Page
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BLACK Sign

- Guide rails must be made of black anodized aluminum, satin nish. 

- Frames must be made of black anodized aluminum, satin nish. 

- Insertions must be made of 1/16" anti-reective clear acrylic. 

- The lettering must be made of white vinyl, applied on its reverse side. 

- The Braille translations must be made of inserted white plastic balls.

- A black 1/4" PVC spacer must be provided.

- Products of reasonable format are glued.

- Unless indicated otherwise, directional and identifying signage aspects have a satin nish with white vinyl lettering. 

- Either vinyl or silkscreen printing can be used as a third colour.

- Suspended items must be hung with 1/16" stainless steel cables.

- Cantilevered items must be mounted on 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" aluminum angles.

SILVER Sign

- Guide rails must be made of natural anodized aluminum, satin nish. 

- Frames must be made of natural anodized aluminum, satin nish. 

- Insertions must be made out of 1/16" anti-reective clear acrylic. 

- The lettering must be made of black vinyl, applied on its reverse side. 

- The Braille translations must be made of inserted black plastic balls.

- A grey 1/4" PVC spacer must be provided.

- Products of reasonable format are glued

- Unless indicated otherwise, directional and identifying signage aspects have a satin nish with black vinyl lettering. 

- Either vinyl or silkscreen printing can be used as a third colour.

- Suspended items must be hung with 1/16" stainless steel cables.

- Cantilevered items must be mounted on 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" aluminum angles.

Technical Specications

012

Titre en français

Titre en français

Title in english

Title in english

$012$012

text textetext texte

012

$012$012012

Département

Titre en français

Departement

Title in english

4 Page
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BLUE Sign

- Guide rails must be made of blue painted aluminum, semi-gloss nish.

- Frames must be made of blue painted aluminum, semi-gloss nish. 

- Insertions must be made out of 1/16" anti-reective clear acrylic. 
- The lettering must be made of black vinyl, applied on its reverse side. 

- The Braille translations must be made of inserted white plastic balls.

- A locking mechanism is required.

- A Locking mechanism is required.

- A blue painted 1/4" PVC spacer, semi-gloss nish, must be provided.

- A locking mechanism is required.

- Products of reasonable format are glued

- Unless indicated otherwise, directional and identifying signage aspects have a satin nish with white vinyl lettering.

- Either vinyl or silkscreen printing can be used as a third colour.

- Suspended items must be hung with 1/16" stainless steel cables.

- Cantilevered items must be mounted on 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" aluminum angles.

Insignia Family - Institutional Signage  

McGill University – February 2014
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Family
Identifying Signs 
Included in this category are all signs identifying rooms (ex.: laboratory, ofce, etc...), entities, departments, oors, staff

rooms and room numbers. Their installation is exclusively on walls. 

Directional Signs 
Included in this category are all signs which direct users towards a service, a department, a public area (library, computer

lab, auditorium, ofce, etc.) as well as the general directories of a building, which are normally located at principal

entrances and other strategic junctions. They can be placed on walls or suspended. 

$012$012012
Prénom Nom

$012$012012 $012$012012

Titre en français

Title in english

First name last name

$012$012012

Département

Titre en français

Departement

Title in english

ID-1 ID-2 ID-3 ID-4 ID-5

$23$23

23
ID-S

$012$012012
Prénom Nom

Seminar Room

Salle de séminaire

ID-LO

Salle de conférence

Conference Room

ID-6

Texte en français

Text in englishID-MP

012A-01

ID-7 Double ID-8

ID-6

Texte en français

Text in english

ID-7

Niveau
Level 0
Texte en français

Texte en français

Text in english

Text in english01

01

503

507

Dr. Robert Tremblay

Barbara Millicent Roberts.

Cancer Research  Building
Pavillon de recherche sur le cancer

Research Laboratories 
Laboratoires de recherche

508 Adam Carson

511 Norville Rogers, Gordon Shumway

Level

Niveau 5
 

Development and Cancer Research Group
Groupe de recherche sur le développement et le cancer

Goodman Cancer Research Center

Texte en français

Texte en français

Level 0

Level 0

Text in english

Text in english

Level 0

Level 0

Services auxiliaires
Ancillary Services

Service Signs
Included in this category are all signs which dene service areas or other common spaces, often with pictograms.

These are areas which are accessible to the entire community (ex. toilets, kitchens, water fountains, photocopiers 

etc...). They may be installed on walls or cantilevered. 

text textetext texte

012

ID-5c

5 Page
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Identifying Signs 
ID-1 _ Room Numbers  (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

ID-2 _ Identication 2 Spaces (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

$012$012012

$012$012

Texte en français

Text in english

To identify a room number
Installation: mural

To identify a room with only one function
Installation: mural

$012$012012
Number in 112pt Swiss 721BT regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

2
"

8 1/4"
8"

Prénom Nom

$012$012012 012

4
"

8 1/4"
8"

Line 1:
Number in 112pt Swiss 721BT regular   
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

Line 2:  
Last Name and First Name Option:
Last name and rst name in 
49pt Swiss 721BT regular
Maximum number of characters allowed: 25 

Descriptive Text Option:
English text in 36pt Swiss 721BT bold 
French text in 36pt Swiss 721BT regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 30

6 Page
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ID-3 _ Identication 3 Spaces (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify a professor's ofce, with his or her name and title 
Installation: mural

$012$012012
First name last name

Titre en français

Title in english

8 1/4"
8"

$012$012012

Titre en français

Title in english

First name last name6
"

ID-4 _ Identication 4 Spaces (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify a professor's ofce, with his or her name, title and department 
Installation: mural

8 1/4"
8"

$012$012012

Département

Titre en français

Departement

Title in english

First name last name

$012$012012
First name last name

Département

Titre en français

Departement

Title in english

8
"

7 Page
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Line 1:
Number in 112pt Swiss 721BT regular   
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

Line 2 and 3: 
Last Name and First Name Option:
Last name and rst name in 
49pt Swiss 721BT regular
Maximum number of characters allowed: 25 

Descriptive Text Option:
English text in 36pt Swiss 721BT bold 
French text in 36pt Swiss 721BT regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 30

Line 1:
Number in 112pt Swiss 721BT regular   
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

Line 2, 3 and 4: 
Last Name and First Name Option:
Last name and rst name in 
49pt Swiss 721BT regular
Maximum number of characters allowed: 25 

Descriptive Text Option:
English text in 36pt Swiss 721BT bold 
French text in 36pt Swiss 721BT regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 30
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ID-S _ Identication 2, 3 or 4 Spaces on a Glass Wall  (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify a professor's ofce, with his or her name and title 
Installation: mural on glass walls

Possible ID-S Type Option
The dimensions of an ID-S are adaptable according to the message to be contained. 
There are 3 types of ID-S, which are shown below:

On the aluminum plaque:
Number in regular 112pt Swiss 721BT
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

Printing on Vinyl:  
First Name and Last Name Option:
First name and last name in 
49pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 25 

Descriptive Text Option:
English text in 36pt Swiss 721BT bold 
French text in 36pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 30

$012$012012
Prénom Nom

8"

2
"

**
*

Natural anodized aluminum plaque

Square printing on frosted vinyl

$012 $012$012 $012203
Seminar Room

Seminar Room

Salle de séminaire

Salle de séminaire

2
"

012 012
Prénom Nom Prénom Nom

Seminar Room Seminar Room

Salle de séminaire Salle de séminaire

4
"

6
"

$203

OR OR

8 Page
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ID-5 _ Identication Floor Number  (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

ID-LO _ Identication Free/Occupied  (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify a oor number
Installation:  

To identify a room which has a free/occupied function
Installation: mural  

- mural
- cantilevered

8 1/4"
8"

8
"

$23$23

23
$23$23

23
Number in 405pt Swiss 721BT regular
Maximum number of characters allowed: 2

 
English text in 36pt Swiss 721BT bold
French text in 36pt Swiss 721BT regular
Maximum number of characters allowed: 20

Salle de conférence

Salle de conférence

Salle de conférence

Conference Room

Conference Room

Conference Room

Salle de conférence

Conference Room

8"

8 1/4"

7"

2
"

9 Page
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ID-MP _ Identication Photo Metal Number (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

ID-6 _ Identication NON-Directional Directory (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify chemical hoods or other equipment which needs to be thoroughly cleaned often. 
Installation: mural

To identify in a more important way a space which has more than one function, to complete a directional sign or to
add important information.  
These signs identify areas or a departments. They are used in order to give greater importance to the information, in 
comparison to the information found on ID-2 or ID-4 signs.

Installation: mural ou suspended

Number in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular
Maximum number of characters allowed: 7

012A-01

3"

1
"

Texte en français

Text in english

English text in 48pt Swiss 721BT bold
French text in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 30

Texte en français

Text in english

12 1/4"

12"

3
"

Texte en français

Text in english

Texte en français

Text in english

Texte en français

Text in english

*** Height of the sign will be determined according to the information needed on it.

Possible ID-6 Type Option

10 Page
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Directional Signs
ID-6 _  Secondary Directional Directory (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To give directions in a narrow space or as a complement, when access needs more clarication..
Installation: mural

Module dimensions:

Texte en français

Text in english

Texte en français

Text in english

Texte en français

Text in english

Texte en français

Text in english

12 1/4"

12"

3
"

**
*

English text in 48pt Swiss 721BT bold 
French text in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 25

Possible ID-6 Type Option

*** Height of the sign will be determined according to the information needed on it. 

Important: whenever possible, keep an additional empty row at the bottom of the panel to carry out

adjustments or additions of directional information in the future. 

11 Page
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ID-7 _ Main Directional Directory (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To give directions at elevator exits and main starwell exits on each floor of a building. 
Installation: mural or suspended

Base module dimensions:

*** Height of the sign will be determined according to the information needed on it. 

Important: whenever possible, keep an additional empty row at the bottom of the panel to carry out

adjustments or additions of directional information in the future. 

01

0

01

Niveau
Level

Texte en français

Texte en français

Text in english

Text in english

Niveau
Level 0
Texte en français

Texte en français

Text in english

Text in english01

01

18"

3
"

2
"

**
*

18 1/4"

Line 1:
Number in 180pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

Following Lines:  
Room Number Dimensions:
Number in 78pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 4 

Descriptive Text Dimensions:
English text in 48pt Swiss 721BT bold 
French text in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 30

12 Page
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ID-7D _ Main Directional Directory DOUBLE  (scale: 1 1/2''= 1'-0'')

To give directions at elevator exits and main starwell exits on each oor of a building. 
Installation: mural or suspended

Base module dimensions:

*** Height of the sign will be determined according to the information needed on it.

Important: whenever possible, keep an additional empty row at the bottom of the panel to carry out

adjustments or additions of directional information in the future. 

Line 1:
Number in 180pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

Following Lines:  
Room Number Dimensions:
Number in 78pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 4 

Dimensions of Descriptive Text or First and Last Names:
English text in 48pt Swiss 721BT bold
French text in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 30

503

507

Dr. Robert Tremblay

Barbara Millicent Roberts.

Cancer Research  Building
Pavillon de recherche sur le cancer

Research Laboratories 
Laboratoires de recherche

508 Adam Carson

511 Norville Rogers, Gordon Shumway

Level

Niveau 5
 

Development and Cancer Research Group
Groupe de recherche sur le développement et le cancer

Goodman Cancer Research Center Guide strip 36'' long by 3'' high

Guide strip 36'' long by 2'' high

Guide strip 18'' long by 2'' high

36"

3"
3"

2"
2"

13 Page
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ID-8 _ MAIN Directory (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

Main directory signs provide the viewer with directions in a building. Generally, a single panel can be found at main 
entrances, in high trafc areas, preferably near main elevators.

Base module dimensions:

*** Height of the sign will be determined according to the information needed on it.

Important: whenever possible, keep an additional empty row at the bottom of the panel to carry out

adjustments or additions of directional information in the future. 

Line 1:
McGill logo dimensions: 12 3/4'' x 3'' 

Following Lines:  
Room Number Dimensions:
English oor number in 48pt Swiss 721BT bold
French oor number in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 4 

Last Line:
Dimensions of prohibiting pictograms activities: 3'' x 3'' each one

Dimensions of Descriptive Text or First and Last Names:
English oor number in 56pt Swiss 721BT bold  
French oor number in 56pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 85

Texte en français

Texte en français

Level 0

Level 0

Text in english

Text in english

Level 0

Level 0

Services auxiliaires
Ancillary Services

4
"

4
"

**
*

4
"

24"

24 1/4"

14 Page
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Service Signs
ID-5 _ Pictogram Identication  (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify service locations such as washrooms, kitchens, photocopiers, etc...
Installation: - mural

- cantilevered

8 1/4"
8"

text textetext texte

012

8
"

Number in 88pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Maximum number of characters allowed: 8

Maximum pictogram height: 5''
Maximum pictogram width: 7''

IMPORTANT: One pictogram per sign. The pictogram must be the same when viewed on either side for 
cantilevered signs.
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Installation
Position According to Trafc Flow

By identifying the trafc ow of an area, the positioning and quantity of signage may be determined. 

The signage system is directly related to the spatial structure of a location. 

decision zonetraffic ideal positioning

16 Page
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Typical Installation Height

Installation will take place during business hours, and won't produce any dust or noise. One installed, a demonstration 

will be given on how to unlock and update the signs with the universal key.

ID-5c
Cantilevered

ID-2
Door handle side

ID-5c mural
Door handle side

ID-6
Centered at 60'' from the oor

ID-1

Door handle side

17 |Page
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Suspended in the 

centre of the path

ID-6
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ID-4
Door handle side

ID-5 mural
Door handle side

ID-8

Centered at 60'' from the oor

ID-7 mural
Centered at 60'' from the oor

ID-7 double mural
Centered at 60'' from the oor

503

507

Dr. Robert Tremblay

Barbara Millicent Roberts.

Cancer Research  Building
Pavillon de recherche sur le cancer

Research Laboratories 
Laboratoires de recherche

508 Adam Carson

511 Norville Rogers, Gordon Shumway

Level

Niveau 5
 

Development and Cancer Research Group
Groupe de recherche sur le développement et le cancer

Goodman Cancer Research Center

18 Page
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Standard de signalisation architecturale intérieure 
Université McGill – Février 2014 

Interior Architectural 
Signage 
McGill Residence signage family  
 
In this section are found the different signage elements designed for the residences of McGill University. 

 

R-ID-2
Door handle side

R-ID-3
Door handle side

R-ID-6

Centered at 60'' from the floor

R-ID-7

Centered at 60'' from the floor

12 Page
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Graphic Standards
Arrows
Below are the accepted arrows on classic Insigna signs.

Typography 
Below are the fonts used for signage found  in McGill University campus residences.

English text Corbel  / bold  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

French text / Corbel regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

1 Page
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Residence Signs

- All background plaques must be made of 1/8" anti-reective clear acrylic, painted on the back. 

- Surface plaques must be made of 1/16" natural anodized aluminum, satin nish. 

- The lettering must be carved through the aluminum plaque.

- The lettering must be made of white vinyl, applied on the surface, when placed on the acrylic plaque.

- The Braille translations must be made of clear inserted plastic balls.

- Unless indicated otherwise, directional and identication signage aspects have a satin nish with white vinyl messages.

- Either vinyl or silkscreen printing can be used as a third colour.

- Suspended items must be hung with 1/16" stainless steel cables.

- Cantilevered items must be mounted on 1" x 1" aluminum angles.

Technical Specications

S1-23

s$1-23

Salle de conférenceConference Room

Natural anodized 
aluminum plaque

Text carved through the aluminum sheet

Vinyl texte
white surface

Acrylic plaque
painted on the back side
and stuck to the wall

2 Page
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S1-23
S1-23
S1-23

s$1-23

s$1-23

s$1-23

Texte en français
Text in english

S1-23

s$1-23 Texte en français
Text in english

S1-23
s$1-23

Family
Identifying Signs
Included in this category are all signs identifying rooms (ex.: laboratory, ofce etc...), entities, departments, oors, staff rooms 

and room numbers. Their installation is exclusively on walls. 

Directional Signs
Included in this category are all signs which direct users to a service, department, public area (library, computer lab,

auditorium, ofces, etc.) as well as the general directories of a building, which are normally located at the main

entrances and other strategic junctions.

They can be installed on walls or suspended. 

R-ID-1 R-ID-2 R-ID-3 R-ID-5

R-ID-8R-ID-6

Service Signs
Included in this category are all signs which dene service areas or other common spaces, often with the help of pictograms.

These are areas which are accessible to the entire community (ex. washrooms, kitchens, water fountains, photocopiers

etc...). They may be installed on walls or cantilevered.

R-ID-4

1234    5678

1234    5678

Chambres
Rooms

à
to

Chambres
Rooms

à
to

R-ID-7

Salle d'entraînement

Salon étudiant

Training Room

Student Lounge

410 Sherbrooke Ouest

La Citadelle
Student Residences / Résidences étudiantes

Level
Niveau

26

26

1

1

Salon étudiant

Salle d'entraînement

Salon étudiant

Terrasse

Student Lounge

Training Room

Student Lounge

Terrace

B3
Level

Niveau

3 Page
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Identifying Signs
R-ID-1 _ Room Number (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

R-ID-2 _ Identication 2 Spaces (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify a room number
Installation: mural

To identify a room with only one function
Installation: mural

Number in 96pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

Number:
Number in 96pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

Text:  
English text in 48pt Corbel bold 
French text in 48pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 16 

S1-23

s$1-23 Texte en français
Text in english

4
"

4"

10"

S1-23
s$1-23

2
"

4
"

4"

4 Page
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R-ID-3 _ Identication 3 Spaces  (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify a professor's ofce, with his or her name and title
Installation: mural

ID-5 _ Floor Number Identication  (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify a oor number
Installation:  - mural 

- cantilevered

S1-23
S1-23
S1-23

s$1-23

s$1-23

s$1-23

Texte en français
Text in english

8
"

B3
Level

Niveau

7
"

4"

8"

8
"

Number:
Number in 96pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 6

Text:  
English text in 48pt Corbel bold 
French text in 48pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 16 

Number:
Number in 248pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 2

Text:  
English text in 48pt Corbel bold 
French text in 48pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 16 

5 Page
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Directional Signs
R-ID-6 _ Directional Rooms  (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To give directions at the exits of elevators and main staircases, on every oor.

Installation: mural

Dimensions: 
Number Dimensions:
Number in 112pt Corbel

Maximum number of characters allowed: 5
 

 

Descriptive Text Dimensions:
English text in 48pt Corbel bold 
French text in 48pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 10

1234    5678

1234    5678

Chambres
Rooms

à
to

Chambres
Rooms

à
to4

 1
/2

"6
"

18"
3"

6 Page
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R-ID-7 _ Main Directional Directory (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To give directions at the exits of elevators and main staircases, on oors where service areas are found.
Installation: mural or suspended

*** Height of the sign will be determined according to the information needed on it.

Important: whenever possible, leave extra room at the bottom of the panel to carry out

adjustments or additions of directional information in the future.

Dimensions: 
Pictogram Dimensions:
Pictogram height : 2 1/4'' 
 

Descriptive Text Dimensions:
English text in bold 80pt Corbel
French text in regular 80pt Corbel
Maximum number of characters allowed: 30

1
2
"

4"

30"

Salle d'entraînement

Salon étudiant

Training Room

Student Lounge

7 Page
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R-ID-8 _ MAIN Directory (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

Main directory signs provide the viewer with directions in a building. Generally, a single panel can be found at main entrances, 
in high trafc areas, preferably near main elevators.

*** Height of the sign will be determined according to the information needed on it.

Important: whenever possible, leave extra room at the bottom of the panel to carry out possible future

adjustments or directional additions .

Heading:
Residence name in 168pt Corbel bold 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 12
Residence address in 88pt Corbel bold 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 20
  
Following Lines: 
Room Number Dimensions:
Number in 144 pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 4 

Dimensions of Descriptive Text or First and Last Names:
English text in 64pt Corbel bold 
French text in 64pt Corbel regular 
Maximum number of characters allowed: 30

410 Sherbrooke Ouest

La Citadelle
Student Residences / Résidences étudiantes

Level
Niveau

26

26

1

1

Salon étudiant

Salle d'entraînement

Salon étudiant

Terrasse

Student Lounge

Training Room

Student Lounge

Terrace

18"
6
"

**
*

8 Page
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Service Signs
R-ID-4 _ Pictogram Identication  (scale: 3''= 1'-0'')

To identify service areas such as bathrooms, kitchens, photocopiers, etc...
Installation: - mural

- cantilevered

Maximum pictogram height: 4 1/2''
Maximum pictogram width: 4 1/2''

IMPORTANT: One pictogram per sign. The pictogram must be the same when viewed from either side
on cantilevered signs.
 

6"
8"

7
"

8
"

9 Page
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Installation
Position According to Trafc Flow

By identifying the trafc ow of an area, the positioning and quantity of signage may be determined.

The signage system is directly related to the spatial structure of a location.

decision zonetraffic ideal positioning

10 Page
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Typical Installation Height

Installation will take place during business hours, and won't produce any dust or noise. 

R-ID-4

Centered on the door

R-ID-5 mural
Centered on the door

R-ID-5c
Cantilevered installation

R-ID-8
Centered at 60'' from the floor

R-ID-1

Centered on the door

11 Page
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R-ID-2
Door handle side

R-ID-3
Door handle side

R-ID-6

Centered at 60'' from the floor

R-ID-7

Centered at 60'' from the floor

12 Page
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Standard de signalisation architecturale intérieure 
Université McGill – Février 2014 

Interior Architectural 
Signage 
ANNEX 
Insigna signage updates – Graphic guidelines.  
 
It is important to establish graphic guidelines when it comes to updating signage, in order to maintain a 
visual unity across campus. 

In this annex are found ideal signage updates scenarios, as well as maximum signage update scenarios 
that are allowed by McGill University. 

 

Updating Service Signs

Updating ID-5 Type Pictogram Signs

text textetext texte

012

ID-5c

text textetext texte

012
OBLIGATORY number in 8pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Pictogram to be chosen according to Page 5 of the document
Maximum height of the pictogram: 5''
Maximum width of the pictogram: 7''
 

Ideal Formatting of Signs
7 3/4'' x 8'' insertion (updating ID-5c type signs)

APPENDIX
McGill University – February 2014

9 Page
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Updating Identifying Signs

Updating ID-1, ID-2, ID-3 and ID-4 signs

$012$012012
First Name Last Name

$012$012012 $012$012012

Titre en français

Title in english

First name last name

$012$012012

Département

Titre en français

Departement

Title in english

First name last name

ID-1 ID-2 ID-3 ID-4

APPENDIX
McGill University – February 2014
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Ideal Layout of Messages
8'' x  1 7/8'' insertion (updating ID-1, ID-2, ID-3 and

ID-4 type signs)

$012$012012
1/2"

3
/8

"
1

/4
"

8"
5 3/4"

 3
/8

"
 3

/8
"

 1/2"  3/8''

6 5/8"

Number in 112pt Swiss 721BT regular MAXIMUM 6 CHARACTERS

Texte en français
Text in english 

 3
/8

"
 3

/8
"

 3
/8

"

 1/2"

 1/2"

 3/8''

 3/8''

English text in 36pt Swiss 721BT bold  - MAXIMUM 35 CHARACTERS
French text in 36pt Swiss 721BT regular  - MAXIMUM 35 CHARACTERS
Vertical spacing of text at 105% between the English and French

Name in 49pt Swiss 721BT regular

5
/1

6
"

First name last name

0
 3

/4
"

 - MAXIMUM 35 CHARACTERS
Perimeter of safety zone

Text line

| T o identify a room number

| T o identify a department or  function

| T o identify a pers on

$012$012012
Prénom Nom

$012$012012 $012$012012

Titre en français

Title in english

First name last name

$012$012012

Département

Titre en français

Departement

Title in english

First name last name

ID-1 ID-2 ID-3 ID-4

APPENDIX
McGill University – February 2014
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Maximum Authorized Variations
8'' x  1 7/8'' insertion (updating ID-1, ID-2, ID-3 and ID-4

type signs). 

The use of arrows is forbidden in this module. 

Perimeter of required 

safety zone

Text line

$012x

$012x

$012x

$012x000X-000X

 3
/8

"
 3

/8
"

 3
/8

"
 3

/8
"

 1/2"

 1/2"

 1/2"

 3/8''

 3/8''

 3/8''

Number in 84pt Swiss 721BT regular MINIMUM MAXIMUM 9 CHARACTERS

English text in 27pt Swiss 721BT bold MINIMUM MAXIMUM 125 CHARACTERS
French text in 27pt Swiss 721BT regular MINIMUM MAXIMUM 125 CHARACTERS
Vertical spacing of the text at 125% between the French and English
Vertical spacing of the text at 84% between two lines of the same language

Name in 27pt Swiss 721BT regular MINIMUM MAXIMUM 125 CHARACTERS 
Vertical spacing of the text at 84% between two lines

Prénom Nom - Prénom Nom - Prénom No
- Prénom Nom - Prénom Nom - Prénom N
om - Prénom Nom - Prénom Nom - Préno

Texte en anglais Texte en anglaisTexte e

Texte en français Texte en françaisTexte en 
français Texte en français Texte en français

1
/4

"
1

/4
"

| T o identify a door  which contains  mor e than one s pace

| 

| T o identify a gr oup of people

$012$012012
Prénom Nom

$012$012012 $012$012012

Titre en français

Title in english

First name last name

$012$012012

Département

Titre en français

Departement

Title in english

First name last name

ID-1 ID-2 ID-3 ID-4
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Updating of Directional Signs

Updating ID-7, ID-7 double, and ID-8 signs

ID-7 Double ID-8ID-7

Niveau
Level 0
Texte en français

Texte en français

Text in english

Text in english01

01

503

507

Dr. Robert Tremblay

Barbara Millicent Roberts.

Cancer Research  Building
Pavillon de recherche sur le cancer

Research Laboratories 
Laboratoires de recherche

508 Adam Carson

511 Norville Rogers, Gordon Shumway

Level

Niveau 5
 

Development and Cancer Research Group
Groupe de recherche sur le développement et le cancer

Goodman Cancer Research Center

Texte en français

Texte en français

Level 0

Level 0

Text in english

Text in english

Level 0

Level 0

Services auxiliaires
Ancillary Services
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Ideal Formatting of Messages
18'' x  1 7/8'' insertion (updating ID-7 type signs)

Texte en français

Texte en français

Text in english

Text in english

01

1/2" 1/2" 1/2"

1/2"

1/2"

1/2"

1/2"

1/2"

 3
/1

6
"

 3
/1

6
"

 3
/1

6
"

 3
/1

6
"

 1
/4

"
 1

/4
"

 1
/4

"
 1

/4
"

3 1/2"

3 1/2"

413A

413A

Dr. Xiang-Jiao Yang Dr. Xiang-Jiao Yang

Dr. Xiang-Jiao Yang

Number in 78pt Swiss 721BT regular  - MAXIMUM 4 characters
English text in 48pt Swiss 721BT bold - MAXIMUM 60 characters
French text in 48pt Swiss 721BT  regular - MAXIMUM 60 characters
Vertical spacing of the text at 100% between the French and English

*** Never write in this zone

Number in 78pt Swiss 721BT regular  - MAXIMUM 4 characters
First and last name in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular 

English text in 48pt Swiss 721BT bold - MAXIMUM 60 characters
French text in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular  - MAXIMUM 60 characters
Vertical spacing of the text at 100% between the French and English

Recommended dimensions of pictograms: 1 1/4'' in height

2 1/2" 12 1/2"

Safety zone perimiter

Text line

 - MAXIMUM 60 characters

ID-7 DoubleID-7

Niveau
Level 0
Texte en français

Texte en français

Text in english

Text in english01

01

503

507

Dr. Robert Tremblay

Barbara Millicent Roberts.

Cancer Research  Building
Pavillon de recherche sur le cancer

Research Laboratories 
Laboratoires de recherche

508 Adam Carson

511 Norville Rogers, Gordon Shumway

Level

Niveau 5
 

Development and Cancer Research Group
Groupe de recherche sur le développement et le cancer

Goodman Cancer Research Center
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Maximum Authorized Variations
18'' x  1 7/8'' insertions (updating ID-7 type signs)

ID-7 DoubleID-7

Niveau
Level 0
Texte en français

Texte en français

Text in english

Text in english01

01

503

507

Dr. Robert Tremblay

Barbara Millicent Roberts.

Cancer Research  Building
Pavillon de recherche sur le cancer

Research Laboratories 
Laboratoires de recherche

508 Adam Carson

511 Norville Rogers, Gordon Shumway

Level

Niveau 5
 

Development and Cancer Research Group
Groupe de recherche sur le développement et le cancer

Goodman Cancer Research Center

Perimiter of obligatory
safety zone

Text line

Texte en français

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
 

Text in english

001
001

1/2" 1/2"

 3
/1

6
"

 3
/1

6
"

 3
/1

6
"

 3
/1

6
"

 1
/4

"
 1

/4
"

3 1/2"

3 1/2"

Number in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular  - MAXIMUM 7 characters
English text in 34pt Swiss 721BT bold  - MAXIMUM 105 characters
French text in 34pt Swiss 721BT regular  - MAXIMUM 105 characters
Vertical spacing of the text at 125% between the English and French
Vertical spacing of the text at 84% between two lines of the same language

English text in 48pt Swiss 721BT bold 
French text in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular 
Vertical spacing of the text at 100% between the English and French

Recommended dimensions of pictograms: 1 1/4'' in height

1/2"

1/2"

1/2"

1/2"

1/2"

1/2"
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Ideal Formatting of Messages
24'' x  1 7/8'' insertion (updating ID-8 type signs)

Level 0
Level 0

English text in 48pt Swiss 721BT bold  
French text in 48pt Swiss 721BT regular MAXIMUM 85 characters
Vertical spacing of the text at 100% between the English and French

0 5/16"2 1/2"1/2"

*** Never write in this zone.

4 3/8"

0 5/16"

Texte en français

Texte en français

Text in english

Text in english

5
/1

6
"

 3
/1

6
"

Safety zone perimiter

Text line

MAXIMUM 85 characters

ID-8

Texte en français

Texte en français

Level 0

Level 0

Text in english

Text in english

Level 0

Level 0

Services auxiliaires
Ancillary Services
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Maximum Authorized Variations
24'' x  1 7/8'' insertion (updating ID-8 type signs)

ID-8

Texte en français

Texte en français

Level 0

Level 0

Text in english

Text in english

Level 0

Level 0

Services auxiliaires
Ancillary Services

Obligatory safety
zone perimiter

Text line

*** In many projects, the words Niveau and Level have a module designed at the head of the panel and dissapear

afterwards being replaced by the number alone. 
This could become a in large dimension panels. 
On the other hand, a reduction in text height is posisble, but not recommended in ID-8 type signs which are the
main identifyers of a building. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula 
eget dolor

3
/1

6
"

 3
/1

6
"

0 5/16"

Number in 72pt Swiss 721BT regular  
MAXIMUM 105 characters

MAXIMUM 105 characters
Vertical spacing of the text at 125% between the English and French

English text in 34pt Swiss 721BT bold - not recommended
French text in 34pt Swiss 721BT regular - not recommended

Vertical spacing of the text at 84% between two lines of the same language

  2, 3

0 5/16"2 1/2"1/2"
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Updating Service Signs

Updating ID-5 Type Pictogram Signs

text textetext texte

012

ID-5c

text textetext texte

012
OBLIGATORY number in 8pt Swiss 721BT regular  
Pictogram to be chosen according to Page 5 of the document
Maximum height of the pictogram: 5''
Maximum width of the pictogram: 7''
 

Ideal Formatting of Signs
7 3/4'' x 8'' insertion (updating ID-5c type signs)
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